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Abstract
Automatic image colourisation studies how to colourise
greyscale images. Existing approaches exploit convolutional layers that extract image-level features learning the
colourisation on the entire image, but miss entities-level
ones due to pooling strategies. We believe that entity-level
features are of paramount importance to deal with the intrinsic multimodality of the problem (i.e., the same object
can have different colours, and the same colour can have
different properties). Models based on capsule layers aim
to identify entity-level features in the image from different
points of view, but they do not keep track of global features.
Our network architecture integrates entity-level features
into the image-level features to generate a plausible image
colourisation. We observed that results obtained with direct
integration of such two representations are largely dominated by the image-level features, thus resulting in unsaturated colours for the entities. To limit such an issue, we
propose a gradual growth of the reconstruction phase of
the model while training. By advantaging of prior knowledge from each growing step, we obtain a stable collaboration between image-level and entity-level features that
ultimately generates stable and vibrant colourisations. Experimental results on three benchmark datasets, and a user
study, demonstrate that our approach has competitive performance with respect to the state-of-the-art and provides
more consistent colourisation.

1. Introduction
In the colourisation problem, the input of a colouring algorithm is an image where the chrominance channels are
absent. Only the luminance channel provides the initial information for colour reconstruction. Without the chrominance channels, the problem is ill-posed because of the
multimodality of colourisation. This is also compounded
by changes in illumination, variations in viewpoints, and
occlusions. To reduce these issues, the understanding of
the scene may be helpful, i.e., the grass is usually green,
clouds are usually white, and the sky is blue. However,

Figure 1. Colourisation results obtained with Pro-CCaps. Images have vivid and natural colours that are correctly located
within different entities.

learning the scene as a whole might not be sufficient to
properly model the appearance variations of entities, such
as t-shirts, desks, and many other observable items can appear in slightly different shapes and colours. Existing works
dealt with these problems by modelling the global content
(image-level features) and objects’ instances (entity-level
features). Some works [3, 9, 25, 13, 4, 6, 10, 8] separately considered these representations that do not collaborate towards the final goal. The resulting entities’ colourisations have unsaturated colours and smudges on boundaries.
Others [17, 15, 22] considered both types of features that
are first independently extracted, then merged in a different
(later) stage. This neglects the importance of the interaction between the global content and the objects’ instances
in an image for its colourisation. Differently, we propose a
novel model that encourages the collaboration between the
entities and the global content of the image increasing the
naturalness of generated colours. This is obtained by learning to fuse entity-level features, by capsule layers [21], with
image-level features, by convolutional layers. The collaboration among features is implemented by residual and skip
connections across features extraction (downsampling) and
features reconstruction (upsampling) layers. Initial analysis show that the architecture obtains greater definition in
colouring the entities and a greater naturalness of the image
compared to the state of the art, although there is a strong
imbalance in the generation of the colours. The colours
for the entities looks unsaturated compared to those at the
image-level (e.g. the blue of the sky looks more vibrant
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than the colours for objects’ entities). As observed in [5],
deep neural networks struggles in managing the high number of parameters in the reconstruction phase which leads
to a prevalence of the reconstruction of image-level colours
compared to those for the entities. To address such an issue, we propose to gradually increase model complexity for
the reconstruction phase building on the top of the Progressive Growing while Learning scheme (ProGL) [11]. This
training procedure lets the model learn the parameters at
each step of reconstruction phase progressively by growing
the complexity of the architectural structure over the course
of epochs. This enabled us to obtain a better collaboration
between image-level and entity-level features that yields to
superior performance than the same structure trained in an
end-to-end fashion.
To summarise, our Pro-CCaps model introduces the
following contribution: (A) a network architecture that:
(i) fuses the entity-level features captured through capsules with image-level features extracted from a hierarchical structure of convolutional layers; (ii) has a strong collaboration among layers by the means of skip and residual
connections. (B) a progressive learning procedure that: (i)
provides a prior knowledge based on the previous steps of
progression; (ii) progressively integrate entity-level features
reconstruction into image-level features ones; (iii) achieves
vivid colourisation for each entity in the image.
We evaluated our model on three large scale benchmark
datasets, namely ImageNet10k [20], COCOStuff [2], and
Places205 [29]. Results demonstrate that our approach outperforms existing works in terms of image-quality metrics on ImageNet10k (e.g., see Fig. 1), while it is competitive on the other datasets. Through a large scale user
study, we proved that the proposed method performs better
than the closest approaches that use capsules [17] or twostages interactions between image-level and entity-level
features [22].

2. Related works
2.1. Colours reconstruction
Different algorithms were proposed for colourisation
tasks. In [10], image colourisation is obtained by applying a
general image-to-image translation with conditional adversarial networks. Other works [16, 23] propose generative
models that in collaboration with semantic and prior knowledge predict a plausible colourisation. In [25, 13, 28, 27],
the approaches focus on multi-task models and single-pixel
significance to predict a right colourisation for the image.
All these works focus on image-level features extraction,
ending with attenuated colourisation for entities. A first attempt to address the entity-level features is introduced by
the use of semantic labels together with image-level features to improve colourisation, as presented in [9, 28].

Conversely we apply unsupervised learning to train the proposed Pro-CCaps. Following the importance of semantic information and entity-level features, work at [25] introduces interpretable semantic by cross-channel encoding
scheme, which is enriched in [15] by a pre-trained classification model. Works at [22, 17] are the closest to our
proposed algorithm. In [22], the entity-level features is extracted by a dedicated model depict to identify bounding
boxes of entities, while a parallel convolutional model extracts the image-level ones. The combination of the two
distinct models requires a high number of parameter to be
trained. In contrast, we propose a single model where the
entity-level features extraction is integrated in one architecture. The work proposed in [17] applies the capsules layers
for colourisation with no collaboration with convolutional
layer. The model obtains promising results, but it is poor
in definition. In contrast we propose a collaborative architecture trained in progressive learning that exploits outperforming results.

2.2. Progressive growing in learning
ProGL is a training methodology proposed by [11]
for generative networks where it starts with low-resolution
images, and then progressively increase the resolution by
adding layers to the networks. This incremental nature allows the training to first discover the large-scale structure
of the image distribution and then shift attention to increasingly finer scale detail, instead of having to learn all scales
simultaneously. The idea of the growing model is based on
the observation that the complex mapping from latent space
to high-resolution images is easier to learn in steps. Hence,
the growth of the model in the learning phase provides a
progressive increase in the resolution of the generated images. Works like [11, 12] propose ProGL applied for GANs
to generate images of humans. In [5], the ProGL is introduced to obtain a multi tasking method based on salient object detection. In our work the concept of growing is applied
to let the model learn gradually the collaboration among
features extracted at the different levels to reconstruct the
colour information. To the best of our knowledge this is the
first application of this procedure for the colourisation task.

3. Proposed method
As shown in Fig. 2, Pro-CCaps is composed of a stack
of feature extraction blocks, i.e., the downsampling phase,
that consists of a preprocessing block (PreB), four double block down (DBD), and a primary capsule down (PCD)
layer. This is followed by a stack of feature reconstruction
blocks, i.e., the upsampling phase, that consists of a primary capsules up (PCU), four double block up (DBU), and
a postprocessing block (PostB). The structure ends with a
block dedicated to channels reconstruction, that consists of
a channels reconstruction block (CRB). To enforce collabo-
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Figure 2. Proposed Pro-CCaps architecture. The downsample layers extract the image-level and entities-level features from the greyscale
image. The upsample layers reconstruct the colours taking into consideration the features from the previous layer and from the corresponding layer in the downsample. The upsample structure is mirrored to the downsampling phase.

rations among layers in the two phases, we introduce skip
connections between them. We also add a residual connection between the PreB and the PostB, to restore spatial
information. An image I ∈ RW ×H×3 is represented in the
CIELab colour space: IL for lightness (input), and Ia and
Ib for chrominance (generated).

3.1. Pro-CCaps Architecture
The downsampling phase To extract the image-level features from IL , we apply the combination of the stack PreB,
and DBDn , with n ∈ [4, .., 1]. Let Dn be the image-level
feature representation generated by DBDn . The five functional blocks form a 28-layers network emitting:
  \mathbf {D}^{1}=f_{\doubleblockdown ^1}(f_{\doubleblockdown ^2}(f_{\doubleblockdown ^3}(f_{\doubleblockdown ^4}(f_{\preprocblock }(\mathbf {I}_{L}))))) 

(1)

where fDBDn denote the function of the DBD at layer n. The
third functional block is the PCD, which consists of two layers of capsules. The first layer of capsules computes the
activation vectors, it is formulated as:

where vj ∈ Rk̂ . The final output of downsampling is the
matrix V = v0 , · · · , vj , it carries information about how
strong the capsules agree on the presence of an entity, we
consider V the entities-level features.
Details of stacked layers in downsampling: the PreB is
composed of a Conv−BN−ReLU−MaxPool. It achieves
a reduction of resolution by a factor of two, from IL ∈
R224×224×1 to Ω ∈ R56×56×32 pixels where Ω =
fPreB (IL ). Each DBDis composed of two consecutive
sequences of Conv−BN−ReLU, following [7] schema,
where the Conv is a 3 × 3 heterogeneous convolution.
The BN is a batch normalisation followed by the ReLU
used to non-linearly transform the fused features, which
is then used as the input of the following block. The
last stacked DBD1 outputs an image-level feature matrix of
D1 ∈ R16×16×512 . This output matrix is given to PCD that,
through 32 capsules, generates V ∈ R32×8×8×128 feature
matrix. We obtain 32 matrices, one each capsule, in these
matrices are described the entity-level features matrix.

 \mathbf {U}=[\myflatten (\myconv _1(\mathbf {D}^1))^T,\cdots ,\\ \myflatten (\myconv _C(\mathbf {D}^1))^T]
(2)
where C is the number of capsules and each column of U is
the capsule output ui ∈ Rk . The second layer of capsules
applies an affine transformation on U with a weight matrix
Wij ∈ Rk×k̂ , to obtain the prediction vectors at entitieslevel.
  \hat {\mathbf {u}}_{j|i}=\textbf {W}_{ij}\mathbf {u}_i 
(3)
The prediction vectors are later grouped through the “routing by agreement” mechanism [21]. We perform three iterations, each of which is finalised to group by agreement the
ûj|i training the coupling coefficients ci|j to identify clusters of features. The cluster of features identify entities, and
these clusters are formally defined by the weighted sum of
ûj|i vectors:
  \mathbf {v}_j = squash(\sum {\mathbf {c}_{i|j}*\hat {\mathbf {u}}_{j|i}}) 

(4)

The upsampling phase Let V denote the entity-level features extracted by PCD that lack of information about their
spatial displacement within the input datum. The spatial information is fundamental to localise the extracted features,
hence to obtain a correct colourisation of the overall image.
The PCU introduces a mechanism that ”inverts” the PCD
procedure to reconstruct the spatial information. We apply
r
a weight matrix Wji
∈ Rk̂×k , to obtain the reversed affine
transformation:
  \mathbf {u}^{r}_{i|j} = \mathbf {W}^r_{ji}\mathbf {v}_j 

(5)

then uri|j ∈ Rk are stacked in Ur having the same size of
U. The uri are the input of the ith reversed capsules, implemented with a transpose convolutional layer, (TConvi )
of the first layer that compose the PCU, it is formulated as:
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for each point in the input matrix, Q predicts a colour class.
Q receives the the residual of Ψ and Ω and maps it over the
quantised colour distribution

 \mathbf {X} = [\myreshape (\myTconv _1(\mathbf {{u}^{r}_1})),\cdots ,\\ \myreshape (\myTconv _k(\mathbf {{u}^{r}_k}))]
(6)
where uri denote the ith row of Ur . Matrix X consists
of the initial colours reconstruction from entity-level features V. X is the input to the stack layers DBUm where
m ∈ [1, · · · , 4] and Ym is the output of DBUm . The DBU1
receives in input only the X and it provides Y1 as formulated:
  \mathbf {Y}^{1} =f_{\doubleblockup ^{1}}(\mathbf {X}) 
(7)
We apply skip connection to promote the collaboration between the two phases, for the following DBUm where m ∈
[2, · · · , 4], the reconstruction is formulated as:
  \mathbf {Y}^{m} =f_{\doubleblockup ^{m}}(cat(\mathbf {Y}^{m-1},\mathbf {D}^{m-1})) 

(8)

The last upsampling layer (PostB ) computes
  \mathbf {\Psi } = f_{\postprocblock }(cat(\mathbf {Y}^{4},\mathbf {D}^{4})) 

  \mathbf {\hat {Z}} = f_{Quantisation}(sum(\mathbf {\Psi },\mathbf {\Omega })) 

where Ẑ ∈ R56×56×313 .
The Chroma layer consists of a 1 × 1-Conv layer
followed by bilinear upsampling to resize Ẑ by a factor
of 4, hence to map Ẑ onto the two chrominance channels
(â, b̂) ∈ R224×224×2 .

3.2. Loss Function
Quantised Colours Loss Pro-CCaps learns a distribution over per-pixel colours. Towards such an objective, the
matrix Ẑ is compared with the projection of ground-truth
chroma channels on the quantised representation. Ia,b is
converted by soft-encoding scheme in the quantised representation Z. This is used to compute
  \mathcal {L}_{q} = -\sum _{h,w}v(\mathbf {Z}_{h,w}) \sum _{q}\mathbf {Z}_{h,w,q}log(\mathbf {\hat {Z}}_{h,w,q}) \label {eq:lq} 

(9)

where PostB performs the reversed function of PreB to
obtain Ψ ∈ RH×W ×Γ where dimensions corresponds to
the dimensions of Ω. It consists of the final composition of
all the features extracted in the UpSample phase. The five
functional blocks consists of 28-layers network.
Details of stacked layers in upsampling: each DBU in the
stack consists of UpSample followed by two consecutive
sequences of Conv−BN−ReLU, the UpSample upsample
the resolution of the input to match with the feature matrices at downsampling phase. The PostB is composed by
TConv-BN-ReLU, which performs the opposite function of
the PreB. We apply the five functional blocks, DBUm and
PostB, from the input X, they output a feature reconstruction matrix of Ψ ∈ R56×56×32 .
Channels reconstruction The last block of the model is
CRB. It reconstructs the colours in two different representation of the (a,b) channels of CIELab space. A quantised representation, based on the idea in [25], that prevents the solution be out of the set of gamut colours, giving implausible
results, and the chroma representation lets the model predict
consistent representation of colours in the a and b channels.
Without the quantisation representation, the colours tends
to obtain averaging effect in favour of greyish and desaturated results. On the other hand, without the chroma one,
the model is unable to predict the representation of colours
over the two channels. The CRB consists of stacked Q and
Chroma layers to predict the colours of IL in the two different spaces. To design Q, we followed [25] and quantised
the in-gamut CIELab colours with bin = 10 to obtain 313
colour classes. This makes the task a classification problem:

(10)

(11)

where v(·) re-weights the loss for each pixel based on pixel
colour rarity. We have considered the soft-encoding and the
v(·) values introduced by [25].
Chrominance Loss We compute the chrominance error
by minimising the difference between the real (Ia,b ) and the
predicted (Iâ,b̂ ) colour channels as:
  \mathcal {L}_{c} = ||\hat {a}-a||^2_2 + ||\hat {b}-b||^2_2. \label {eq:lc} 

(12)

Combined Loss Our model optimises L = Lq + Lc .

3.3. Progressive Growing While Learning
We introduce the ProGL concepts [11] on the upsampling phase of Pro-CCaps while training. The procedure
is shown in Fig. 3. Every ρ epochs of training, we add
one DBUm , and a relative temporary channels reconstruction block (TCRBm ), and we remove the TCRBm−1 . Each
TCRBm follows the structure proposed for CRB , where the
resolution of Ẑ and (â, b̂) is equal to Ym , defined by the
level of progression, Tab. 1. At the beginning of training,
the UpSample consists only of PCD. Let PCU being the
first layer of reconstruction, TCRBp provides Ẑp and (â, b̂)p
as shown in Fig. 3. In following layers, for DBUm , we add
TCRBm and it provides Ẑm and (â, b̂)m . The last layer of
growing is the PostB that complete the structure. We train
the model with L, described in Section 3.2.
Motivation: While the training progresses, the network
retains a pool of pre-trained models [11], and learns lateral
connections between the image and entity level features.
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Table 1. Performance metrics on ImageNet10k computed for each step in the ProGL training procedure. The last four columns compare the
final obtained by Pro-CCapsand CCaps (same architecture as Pro-CCaps end-to-end trained [19, 18]) with (∗ ) and without fine-tuning
on COCOStuff. We highlight in bright green the best result, in light green the second best, and in light blue the third best.

PCU

DBU1

DBU2

DBU3

DBU4

Pro-CCaps
PostB

Pro-CCaps∗
PostB

CCaps
-

CCaps∗
-

dim

15 × 15

16 × 16

20 × 20

24 × 24

28 × 28

224 × 224

224 × 224

224 × 224

224 × 224

PSNR↑
SSIM↑
LPIPS↓

31.447
0.972
0.065

31.435
0.973
0.066

31.457
0.968
0.066

31.179
0.955
0.078

31.089
0.953
0.081

31.562
0.960
0.083

32.910
0.977
0.048

31.749
0.974
0.055

32.528
0.975
0.051

-

Moreover, the last layer has a high number of parameters
to learn due to the high resolution of output, that makes
difficult to learn and extract informative features that can
be effective for the previous layers; the extracted information about colours at high resolution can be confusing for
low resolution. Applying ProGL, the Pro-CCapsachieves
richer compositionality of colours and allows prior knowledge to be integrated at each layer of the feature hierarchy.
We think these properties let each DBU acquires the ability
to reconstruct colours focusing onto a small number of parameters at the time, and reducing the confusion in colourisation. The DBU(1,2) build prior knowledge that is used by
the successive layers to understand the colourisation of entities in the image. The DBU(3,4) focus on the context of the
image, merging image-level features at high resolution with
the prior knowledge, as observed in Fig. 4.

4. Experimental results
4.1. Datasets

Figure 3. Overall architecture of the proposed progressive learning in upsampling phase. The model learns progresses gradually; at each step the model provides a quantised matrix Ẑα where
α ∈ {p, 1, 2, 3, 4} is the upsampling level and a proposed colourisation.

The ProGL proposes a solution to the insufficiency of the
receptive field. In a non ProGL scheme, while the resolution increases, the DBUs are not able to learn the context
of the entity. This is due to the limitations of the receptive
field that tends to mix information. This difficulty affects
mainly early layers vanishing the benefit of capsule layers.

Following SOTA methods [25, 22, 13], we considered
the ImageNet dataset [20] to train our model on the 1.3M
images (with no labels). The input images were resized
to 224 × 224 and projected onto the CIELab colourspace.
To assess model performance, we considered three benchmark datasets. ImageNet10k [13] is the test split of ImageNet dataset and it consists of 10k images, COCOStuff [2]
contains a wide variety of natural scenes with multiple objects present in the 118k images. We use the training split
for fine-tuning procedure and the provided validation split
containing 5000 images for evaluation. Places205 [29] is a
scene-centred dataset containing samples from 205 different categories. We considered the 20500 validation images
for evaluation.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of colours in progressive learning. The GT column presents four samples from the ImageNet10k test set. The
following five columns, show the results obtained at each step of the ProGL procedure. The Pro-CCaps, and Pro-CCaps* columns
depict the final results. These are also compared with the results obtained by running our model without ProGL (CCaps and CCaps*
columns). The ”*” identifies models fine-tuned on COCOStuff dataset

4.3. Evaluation metrics
To assess our colourisation performance, we follow the
experimental protocol in [14] and consider the Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio (PSNR), the Learned Perceptual Image Patch
Similarity (LPIPS) [26] (version 0.1 with VGG backbone),
and the Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [24].

4.4. Ablation study
Figure 5. Summary of results obtained user study: we investigate
the naturalness of images coloured by CCaps, or Pro-CCaps,
and w/o fine tuning “ ∗ ”. The percentage reported in this figure
represents the preference of users.

4.2. Implementation details1
In the training process, we used a batch of 32 samples
and the Adam optimiser with a learning rate of 2e−3 . We
set ρ = 10, hence run 60 epochs of ProGL, then trained the
whole network for additional 10 epochs.
Additional configuration: To better assess the benefits
of our contributions, we perform additional experiments on
the model for ablation study: let Pro-CCaps* and CCaps
denote the model fine-tuned on COCOStuff, for comparison with [22], and the model trained in end-to-end scheme
[19, 18], respectively. For the former, we fine-tuned the
ImageNet pretrained Pro-CCaps for 35 epochs. End-toend (no ProGL) training run for 40 epochs (experimentally
proved to be optimal) with a batch size of 32. Both the fine
tuning and the end-to-end apply the Adam optimiser with
learning rate 2e−3 .
1 https://github.com/Riretta/Pro_
CCaps-Progressive-learning-with-capsules

ProGL To investigate the benefits of ProGL, we conducted an analysis of the result obtained at each progression step. At each step, we expect to be able to predict
the colourisation for the input image with the corresponding resolution, defined as dim in Table 1. Table 1 shows
the achieved performance on ImageNet10k dataset. Results indicate an inverse relationship between the performance metrics and the depth of the network (i.e., from PCU
to PostB). This is due to the spatial resolution of the generated colour image that increases with model depth. PCU
predicts a 15×15 image, while PostB emits 224×224 pixels.The last four columns, show the metrics obtained by the
complete model. The results indicates that Pro-CCaps*
outperforms all the other models, while it seems to obtain
competitive results in metrics when we do not apply finetuning on Pro-CCaps. To further understand the contribution of ProGL, present visual results shown in Fig. 4. In
column CCaps, the colourisation obtained for the images is
well defined for the global image, e.g. the background, but
the entities colours are not saturated, almost brownish. This
issue is shown in attenuated when with CCaps*. On the
contrary, the colourisation obtained as result of the progression steps, column Pro-CCaps-PostB, is saturated and
vivid for all the entities in the image. We observe that, in
the first three steps of progression the colourisation focus on
the entities (the entities are colourised while the background
is brownish), in the last three steps the entities colourisation
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Table 2. Performance comparison with standard colourisation metrics. Models are trained on ImageNet. Last three rows (“*”) report on the
results with models fine-tuned on COCOStuff. Column ”Param” reports the number of trainable parameters where known. In bright green
the best result, in light green the second best, and in light blue the third best.

ImageNet ctest10k
LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑

COCOStuff validation split
LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑

Places205 validation split
LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑

Param

Pro-CCaps (our)

0.083

31.562

0.960

0.155

30.273

0.905

0.152

30.323

0.909

30 M

Larsson [13]
Iizuka [9]
Zhang [27]
Su [22]

0.188
0.200
0.145
0.134

24.93
23.63
26.166
26.98

0.927
0.917
0.932
0.933

0.183
0.185
0.138
0.125

25.06
23.86
26.823
27.77

0.930
0.917
0.937
0.940

0.161
0.146
0.149
0.130

25.72
25.58
25.823
27.16

0.951
0.950
0.948
0.954

34 M
103 M

Pro-CCaps* (our)

0.048

32.910

0.977

0.126

30.713

0.921

0.126

30.711

0.926

30 M

Zhang * [27]
Su * [22]

0.140
0.125

26.482
27.562

0.932
0.937

0.128
0.110

27.251
28.592

0.938
0.944

0.153
0.120

25.720
27.800

0.947
0.957

34 M
103 M

Figure 6. Qualitative comparisons among Pro-CCaps, Pro-CCaps*, and [22] on COCO validation set and ImageNet10k. Results are
shown for best performing models, as shown in Tab. 2.

is well defined and has a high influence in the colourisation
of the image. The colours generated by Pro-CCaps* are
still coherent with entities in the images. There are also no
smudges on object’s edges. More interestingly, qualitative
results by such two methods seems to be more realistic than
the ones produced by CCaps (and CCaps*), thus posing
some questions on the existing metrics. To gather more insights about such an outcome, we have conducted a large
scale user-study.
User study The perceptual realism is how compelling the
colours look to a human observer. Users were asked to
choose the more appealing colourisation among the ones

generated by our Pro-CCaps and CCaps models (w/ and
w/o fine-tuning). We gathered 2640 answers from 132
users. Results shown in Fig. 5, demonstrate that images
generated by Pro-CCaps and Pro-CCaps* are more
appealing to the users a preference of 73% and 72% of
the times compared to CCaps. All the metrics in Tab. 1
show that CCaps and CCaps* are performing better than
Pro-CCaps . Thus, there are some discrepancy between
the considered metrics and the users answers (despite some
agreement on Pro-CCaps* results). Such outcomes substantiate our initial doubts on the existing performance metrics. Proposing a new metric is out of the scopes of this
work, but we believe that community efforts are needed to
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Table 3. Metrics results on DIV2K dataset [1]: we compare
Pro-CCaps, and Pro-CCaps*with the two latest and closest
works at the SOTA - [17, 22].

PSNR↑
SSIM↑

Pro-CCaps*
30.40
0.91

Pro-CCaps
30.39
0.91

[22]
30.04
0.88

[17]
21.08
0.85

propose more systematic ways of assessing colourisation
performances.

Figure 7. Qualitative comparison of Pro-CCaps with DIV2K
dataset [1]. Pro-CCaps, and Pro-CCaps* are compare with
[17] and [22] considered the closest for intent and structures to
our proposed work.

4.5. State-of-the-Art Comparisons
In the following we compare the performance of our approach with SOTA methods [13, 9, 27, 17, 22]. In particular, we focus the comparison on [22, 17] that are the closest methods to our work. In [22], a pre-trained colourisation model [25] is combined with a (COCO pre-trained)
object detector to focus on entities. [17] is the first paper that exploited capsule networks for colourisation. The
model maintains the original structure of CapsNet [21] with
a different generation head. In contrast to both works, we
propose an approach that (requires no pre-training and) extracts and enforces collaboration between object entities and
image features within a single architecture. This is also

trained with ProGL to develop a strong collaboration among
each part of the whole architecture. Quantitative Comparisons: Performance comparisons on the common benchmark colourisation metrics and datasets are presented in
Tab. 2 and Tab. 3. As shown in Tab. 2, both Pro-CCaps
and Pro-CCaps* outperform the SOTA on all the three
metrics on the Imagenet10K dataset. Pro-CCaps and
Pro-CCaps* achieve an LPIPS score of 0.083 and 0.048,
respectively, thus improving by more than 4% the previous
SOTA results obtained by [22]. Moreover, the PSNR obtained with both our models outperforms the SOTA with
COCOstuff and Places205, where the models achieve a
competitive performance on SSIM and LPIPS. It should be
noted that our model uses a third of trainable parameters
compared to [22], as shown in the last column of Table 2.
In Tab. 3, we compare the performance of our method on
the DIV2K dataset limited to PSNR and SSIM (to properly
compare with [17]). Results show that both our proposed
models outperform existing models, thus demonstrating
that our approach performs very well on different datasets.
Qualitative Comparisons: Fig. 6 and 7 compare the
colourisation results generated by our method with existing
SOTA works. In Fig. 6, we show the results obtained with
the proposed models (Pro-CCaps and Pro-CCaps*)
and compare with the best SOTA one [22]. Results demonstrate that colour images generated by Pro-CCaps and
Pro-CCaps* are less blurry with more saturated and vibrant colours. Fig. 7 provides additional comparisons with
the closest related works [17, 22]. For a fair comparison
with [17], coloured images are generated for the DIV2K
dataset. Results demonstrate that Pro-CCaps* provides
a sharper and more consistent colourisation on object entities than [17, 22]. These substantiate the importance of collaboration between entity and image-level features learned
through a ProGL scheme.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a Progressive learning for
Colourisation with Capsules (Pro-CCaps) for greyscale
images. Pro-CCaps combines image-level and entitieslevel features by cascading several types of modular blocks
to extract features at different levels and resolutions. The
application of ProGL to Pro-CCaps prevents possible
training instability and performance degradation caused by
upsampling operations. We have proposed an architecture
that promotes a features fusion scheme based on skip connections and residual connection to address the long-term
dependency problem as well as prevent information loss
so as to significantly improve the quantitative and qualitative reconstruction of colours. Comprehensive evaluations
on three benchmark datasets demonstrate that our approach
provides a good visual quality among different visible features in the images (e.g. landscape, portrait, macro).
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